Research and development of quadrotor UAV robots is a fast-growing area. There is currently a high R&D focus by many companies on UAVs for delivery purposes, swarm applications, farming applications, search and rescue missions, environmental studies and other advanced applications. GPS is a navigational system that can be used to guide a UAV toward a target destination. However, as GPS navigation is prone to local errors, there is a vital need for another sensor to assist with short-range navigation and finding the target landing position. In this case, the quadrotor's on-board camera could act as a useful, optical, sensor to collect real-time data about a destination area and the location of a landing pad. In this research work, successful landing pad detection was accomplished by employing the most ideal of a number of classifiers, which were trained using OpenCV. Two different types of classifier training were performed: these were Haar and LBP (Local binary patterns) training. Theory was also derived to localise the UAV within the earth-fixed coordinate system, based upon its position with respect to the landing pad within the captured image. This article briefly discusses the principles, procedures and results for landing pad detection, as well as image analysis, UAV localisation and command generation.
INTRODUCTION
Navigation by GPS is prone to local errors, yet over long enough distances such errors tend to cancel out. Long-range navigation is thus often more accurate than short-range navigation. To achieve accurate shortrange navigation, digital image processing techniques may be used. This paper describes the basis for establishing a short-range navigation system, based on imagery, for accomplishing precision tasks such as the landing of a UAV.
The scenario of interest in this paper commences with the UAV flying from its home location to a region, where a landing pad is located. As illustrated in Figure 1 , once the UAV has reached this region (i.e., it is within the dome of short-range navigation), it must photograph a landing pad, which marks the landing region, localise itself with respect to the landing location and navigate to a point directly above the landing location. It may then perform a gentle descent. Therefore, the major problems that must be addressed are firstly how to detect the landing pad, and secondly how to localise the UAV within the earth-fixed coordinate system. A third problem, navigation of the UAV to the landing pad by command, will only be covered in brief.
LANDING PAD DETECTION
After the long process of searching for a suitable method for landing pad detection, the method of classifier training in OpenCV was found (Docs.opencv.org, 2015a) . A classifier is an object that behaves like an intelligent brain. The classifier can be trained to associate with certain input stimuli and disassociate with others. In this sense, it can learn how to tell the difference between a landing pad and a non-landing pad object.
For this research, four different classifiers were trained. For each classifier, two databases, a positive and a negative database, were required. Two types of landing pad were created (a X type and H type) from matt paper, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Both of these pads feature a ring for enhanced classification accuracy. The landing pads were filmed and a number of positive image databases were assembled, by capturing frames from the videos. As the cropped images provided good contrast, they were not grayscaled or equalized. As illustrated in Table 1 , three positive databases were created, the first containing images of both the X type and H type landing pads (4534 image), the second containing only X type images (2353 images), and the third only H type images (2185 images). A single negative images database, containing 3573 random non-landing pad images, was also created for use with all of the classifiers.
From the H type positive image database and the negative images database, a H type classifier was trained. Anvar et al., A Quadrotor UAV Navigational Command and Control Aid: A Landing Pad Detection and Localisation System region of interest), frame centre and distance between them have been marked by using the output from OpenCV, which will further be discussed in Section 3. A X type classifier and a H/X (combined) type classifier were similarly trained using the same negative images database as before, and the X and H/X positive image databases respectively. All three of the aforementioned classifiers are LBP classifiers, i.e. classifiers that were trained with OpenCV to look for local binary patterns, as described in Liao et al. (2007) . The other available training method in OpenCV is the more accurate Haar method, described by Viola & Jones (2001) . In order to observe differences in performance characteristics between Haar training and LBP training, a Haar trained H/X type classifier was also created. As listed in Table 1 , the training time for the Haar trained combined classifier was 8 hours and 8 minutes, while the training time for the LBP trained combined classifier was 1 hour and 5 minutes. Therefore, it is clear that Haar training is much slower than LBP training, when applied to our training data sets, as was expected.
It can also be seen from Table 1 that the training time increases with the number of images used. All classifiers successfully detected both landing pads, with little observed difference in performance of any classifier between H type and X type landing pads. The reason for this is thought to be the fact that both landing pads designs are quite similar; the main feature is a circle, and the shape inside the circle has the same number of edges and corners in both cases. The H/X type classifier was observed to be a little more accurate in detections than the individual H type and X type classifiers, so the LBP H/X type classifier was used in subsequent work. The value of numPos (the number of positive images used per stage) was found according to (1) from Au.mathworks.com (2015) .
where denotes the minimum hit rate, which was assigned the default value (0.995), and denotes the total number of training stages, which took a value of 20.
LOCALISATION

Overview
The imaging algorithm used to recognise the pad is based on examples in the OpenCV documentation for face detection (Docs.opencv.org, 2015b) . If the landing pad is detected, a rectangle, known as the 'region of interest' or ROI, will enclose it. The dimensions of the ROI and its coordinates, with respect to the image frame, were obtained using OpenCV. Given this knowledge, the centre of the ROI can be found, which would ideally also be the centre of the landing pad. As shown in Figure 4 , the dimensions of the image frame are denoted ' and ', and the coordinate system used within this frame is ', ', '. 
Localisation (Simple Case)
If the UAV is in level flight (parallel to the ground), and the camera is located beneath the geometric centre of the UAV, then the centre of the image coincides with the relative on-ground position of the UAV. The heading of the UAV is determined by a vector from the centre of the image to the centre of the ROI (the 'relative vector', see Figure 5 ). The magnitude of this vector, denoted ', is the relative distance between the points. The actual distance (the distance in earth-coordinates) can be found using a scaling factor that will convert between image-frame-coordinates ( ', ', ') and earth-coordinates ( , , ). The bearing of the landing pad relative to the UAV heading ( ), at the time of image capture, can be determined by finding the angle relative to the horizontal (2), evaluating its value against a set of criteria (3) Anvar et al., A Quadrotor UAV Navigational Command and Control Aid: A Landing Pad Detection and Localisation System and then transforming it to a form that is relative to the heading of the UAV at the time of capture of the image (the positive ′ axis).
The result is then added to the bearing of the UAV at the time of capture of the image (the bearing with respect to earth-fixed North) to find the absolute yaw angle (the yaw angle relative to North):
The scaling factor to convert between image-frame-coordinates ( ', ', ') and earth-coordinates ( , , ) is determined by the field of view of the camera and the altitude of the UAV. For a UAV at an altitude , with a field of view , the span of view along the axis is given by:
= 2 2 (5) Figure 6 . An illustration of the situation for the simplified case.
The scaling factor in this axis can then be determined by considering the difference in magnitudes between this distance and the width of the image frame; i.e., = and takes the following form:
Similarly, along the axis:
The travelling distances ( and ) can then be found accordingly.
Localisation (General Case)
In general, the UAV may not be parallel to the ground, as it may roll or pitch in order to move in the or directions, so the centre of the image will no longer correspond to the relative position of the UAV. A transformation is therefore necessary to find the location of the UAV.
The roll angle, shown in the -plane of Figure 7 , is denoted . The UAV is no longer at the centre of the image, so variables and are defined as the distances from the UAV position to the ends of the frame (previously, for the simple case, 1 and 2 were equal, and + = ). The relationships between these distances and the angles and can be found by observation of the resulting triangles as follows: The position of the UAV within the image can now be found using the relationship = , and the relative vector can be drawn, as in Figure 8 . The scaling factor will be where + is simply the frame width. Thus, the travelling distance ( ) can be found; the angle is found again by trigonometry. It is worth noting that for small , the results converge to what was established in the simple case ( = and + = ), i.e. the simple case is one particular limit of the general case. There are also upper limits to . Firstly, must be less than , otherwise will be zero or negative. must also be less than 90 − , otherwise tends to infinity. To summarise, the condition is that < min [ , 90 − ] . As with the simple case, all of these calculations can be performed again for UAV pitch (non-zero ), yielding similar results for different variables. When there is both pitch and roll present, the relative vector is found as above for each. The resultant relative vector is then found through vector addition. 
COMMAND
Once the values of the distance to the centre of the region of interest in earth-coordinates ( , the travelling distance) and the absolute yaw angle (the steering angle) are known, the UAV can navigate to the landing pad as follows:
a. Rotate on the spot (yaw) to the desired heading.
b. Proceed forward by the travelling distance ( ), whilst maintaining altitude hold.
c. Repeat steps a and b until the UAV is above the landing pad ( ≈ 0), and then perform a controlled descent.
GPS is error prone, so it cannot be used to navigate the UAV to the centre of the ROI; hence, the camera must be used. After a certain number of frames, the system reassesses the distance and angle to this position, corrects UAV heading and commands it to travel the reassessed distance. The rate of reassessment depends on distance, and it continuously increases as distance reduces; this closed-loop approaches prevents the UAV from overshooting the target location. When the distance is less than a certain limit, the system must enter the UAV into landing mode.
In general, the UAV images its surroundings, and this data, along with UAV sensor data, is received by the operator's computer. The computer uses an imaging algorithm to detect the landing pad, and then uses a localisation algorithm to determine directions to the landing pad. Based on these directions, control signals are generated and transmitted to the UAV, which then generates a set of new commands in response. This process, as illustrated in Figure 9 , is repeated until the UAV lands. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has discussed a basic procedure for navigating a UAV to a landing pad using a camera, landing pad detection using OpenCV, localisation of the UAV within the earth-fixed coordinate system and command generation for UAV navigation. The LBP H/X type classifier was found to be the most suitable for landing pad detection. The individual H type and X type classifiers performed similarly to one another, due to similar landing pad designs. They also exhibited performance similar to the H/X type classifier, but required a smaller database for training and lesser training time. In terms of localisation, two cases were covered; simple and general. Determination of the yaw angle, and of the scaling factors that allow for the determination of the travelling distance, were also demonstrated. In terms of command generation, the principles for navigating the UAV, using the results from the previous two steps, have been demonstrated. Overall, this paper provides good insight into basic UAV navigation by digital imaging.
FUTURE WORK
The process of navigating the UAV to the centre of the landing pad has been tested on a real UAV test-bed (an Arducopter) with its motors turned off; i.e., a camera has been placed underneath the UAV test-bed and the structure has been moved manually to test the implemented navigation system. The system was successfully able to report the travelling distance and yaw angle, for a variety of simulated UAV motions. Future work demands the testing of this system for a UAV test-bed for different real life scenarios.
